
HEALTH SCIENCES
The Health Services sectors is one of our nation’s fastest growing fields. As our population ages, the demand 
for skilled healthcare providers will increase exponentially over the next decade. If you’re driven by a desire to 
make a real difference in the lives of others and enjoy a fast-paced environment, then this may be the field for 
you. Beyond the security and flexibility of an in-demand career, healthcare providers traditionally enjoy one of 
the highest levels of job satisfaction. 

Our Health Sciences pathway delivers the foundational knowledge you will need to enter this fast-paced and 
highly-rewarding career field. 

The Peak Health Sciences pathway offers three distinct programs:
• Practical Nursing
• Emergency Medical Technician

• Certified Nursing Assistant

These programs combine practical instruction with clinical experience to provide you with the foundational 
knowledge needed to begin a career in health care or obtain advanced credentials through continued  
higher education.
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PRACTICAL NURSING

EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN

This program offers you the opportunity to earn a technical certificate 
in Practical Nursing. Admission into the Practical Nursing program is 
competitive, but those who are accepted will receive a combination of 
classroom instruction in a state-of-the-art facility with clinical experience in 
the care of clients at local healthcare facilities. 

Upon successful completion of this program, you’ll be able to apply for 
the National Council Licensure Examination (NCLEX-PN) when you reach 
18 years of age. Peak’s Practical Nursing Program is approved by the 
Arkansas State Board of Nursing (ASBN).

Career Titles: Licensed Practical and Vocational Nurse (LPN, LVN)
Industry: Hospitals, Residential Care Facilities, Physician Offices, Government
Outlook: 9% growth
Arkansas Median Wage: $40,760

Combine your goals of helping people with your desire to work in a 
fast-paced environment with Peak’s Emergency Technician program. Peak 
offers certifications in Emergency Medical Technician (EMT). An EMT is 
an emergency responder with the practical medical knowledge and skills 
necessary to deliver healthcare in a rapid time frame. The knowledge 
gained at this level provides the foundation for all future certification.

Career Titles: Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) – Paramedics
Industry: Ambulance Services, Hospitals, Government
Outlook: 6% growth
Arkansas Median Wage: $34,660
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HEALTH SCIENCE PATHWAYS

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANT (CNA)
The Certified Nursing Assistant program introduces students to a variety of 
health careers and the related medical terminology. Students are actively 
engaged in clinical settings, working directly with residents of local long-term 
care facilities. Upon successful completion of this two-year program, students 
may fulfill requirements to take the CNA certification exam.

Career Title: Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA)
Industry: Home Health Care – Personal Care Aides – Nursing Assistants
Outlook: 8% growth
Arkansas Median Wage: $26,000
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